Our network works for you
Get the network solutions you need to power your business

Coverage used to be a concern,
but that has been eliminated with
the changes T-Mobile has made
to its network.
—Sam Anderson, Sr. Vice President,
Capgemini

Businesses are ever-changing, with employees spanning multiple locations in cities and the suburbs. Your mobile connectivity
needs to reach deep into large buildings or throughout corporate campuses. Staying connected is key—employees need to be
productive in the office, in the field or working from home.
Don’t let other service providers slow you down. T-Mobile’s fast, advanced network now covers 99% of Americans. We offer a
full range of network coverage solutions to give your teams access to information and people—plus, we’ve tripled our 4G LTE
coverage since 2014.

A network built for the future
If you haven’t tried T-Mobile’s network lately, you haven’t tried it, period. Our technology is built on the most advanced LTE
innovations available:
Voice over LTE provides Enhanced Voice Services (EVS) that delivers next-generation voice technology to improve voice call
reliability.
Extended range LTE increases our network range in rural areas and deep into buildings to improve coverage in difficult-toreach locations.
High-speed backhaul is a major key to T-Mobile’s fast network. We layered high-speed fiber on our 4G network to propel our
network expansion.
4X4 MIMO uses multiple transmissions to ensure signals reach the areas where your business needs them most.
LTE-U allows T-Mobile to utilize 20 MHz of spectrum in the 5 GHz band to boost capacity and speeds.
Small cells increase network capacity to boost IoT capabilities, and in-building and outdoor wireless coverage.
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Mobile innovations that
keep you connected
T-Mobile delivers the leading-edge coverage solutions you need today with a vision for the future. We have invested billions in
network spectrum since 2015 and developed a technology roadmap for future innovations, building a strong network not just
for today but for tomorrow.

Network coverage solutions
T-Mobile 4G LTE Cellspot
Cellspots deliver strong, reliable LTE coverage for employees in a home office or in the workplace. It’s a personal 4G LTE minitower designed to provide a full-bars experience— whether your indoor wireless coverage is spotty or nonexistent—for more
dependable voice calls and more consistent data speeds.

T-Mobile Wi-Fi Cellspot Router
TM

It’s like having a T-Mobile tower in your office, home or anywhere you need to beef up coverage beyond the reach of any
cellular network. Designed to optimize Wi-Fi Calling and fast data, our router is available to T-Mobile customers at no
additional cost.

4G LTE Signal Booster
For the remote employee, T-Mobile offers a unique solution that extends our 4G LTE coverage into the home office. It takes
T-Mobile’s signal from outside and boosts it into the home office to support employees using phones and tablets, offering
more dependable calls, texts and data.

In-flight Wi-Fi
For employees on the go, T-Mobile is taking service to new heights with an hour of free Wi-Fi, plus unlimited in-flight texting,
picture messaging and access to T-Mobile Visual Voicemail on each Gogo®-equipped flight.

Contact a T-Mobile Business Expert today.
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